
Observations

What do you like and admire about the student?

SS is a sweet and lovable young man. He is very passionate about certain topics of interest and persistent in learning as much as he can about th

ose topics. SS is loyal to those he loves and gives the best hugs.

What is important to the student? (Include people, places, activities, items, interests, etc.)

Pokemon, minecraft, all types of fish, clear expectations, warning of changes, to have someone he feels safe with, feeling included, space when f

rustrated, time to process

What are the overall strengths of the student?

Strong memory and ability to remember facts, math, science, affectionate, loving, persistent, strong desire to have friends

Observations

The individual:

Has a limited range of motivators - items or activities are highly reinforcing.
Instructional

Strategy Suggestion: Continue to use items and activities that are highly motivating to the individual for reinforcement. Pair new or less preferred items or activities with

known or more preferred items or activities to increase repertoire.

When given a choice of potential reinforcers, the individual:

Is readily able to select preferred items or activities from a group of options.

Notes: SS is very clear in his choice of reinforcers

Mastery

Strategy Suggestion: Provide options of incentives for the individual to choose from throughout the day. Use a daily or event-based incentive chart to continue to promote

positive behavior and learning across the day.

When asked to give up a preferred item or end a preferred activity, the individual:

Refuses to give up the item or end the activity, requiring intervention to move to the next task.

Notes: SS struggles ending activities involving his highest interests. He sometimes verbally protests and gets frustrated when asked to do

something different, requiring adult support and frequent reminders to do so.

Review/Revise

Strategy Suggestion: Consider using another preferred item as reinforcement for giving up or ending an activity. Practice giving up items that are less motivating to teach

the individual the skill. Initially avoid using items or activities for reinforcement if it ends in a challenging behavior every time it is present.
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Strengths & Positive Attributes

I have many strengths.

Reinforcement

Instructional 
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Observations

When requesting an item, activity, or attention from others, the individual:

Uses clear, appropriate communication to request wants and needs but only with certain people, contexts or settings.
Instructional

Strategy Suggestion: Provide higher or differentiated reinforcement to the individual when using clear, appropriate communication with a new person, context, or setting.

Consider providing visual cues and instruction for requesting through video modeling, a decision tree or a social narrative improve consistency.

When an individual need arises, the individual:

Consistently requests assistance from others using verbal or nonverbal (e.g., points to symbol, signs help) means across people, contexts and se

ttings.
Mastery

Strategy Suggestion: Praise and respond to appropriate requests for assistance across people, contexts, and settings.

When an academic need arises, the individual:

Seeks assistance by engaging in emotional behavior such as crying or yelling.

Notes: SS struggles asking for help with some academic work, particularly as related to reading and writing. He can become weepy, begin

crying, and/or will shout out "I can't do this" loudly when he needs help.

Review/Revise

Strategy Suggestion: Consider personalizing a social narrative or using video modeling to demonstrate appropriate strategies for requesting assistance. Teach the skill to

the individual when the individual is calm. Reinforce requests and/or approximations initially. Prompt to request assistance immediately. Provide help immediately

following request to reinforce the request.

In order to communicate a desire to escape or avoid a situation, the individual:

Seeks to escape events by engaging in physical problem behavior such as pushing/throwing items, physical aggression, running away, etc.

Notes: During academic activities, SS often verbally and phyiscally refuses to engage in work tasks. This may include refusal statements,

tearing items, pushing/throwing items, crying, and running away from the desk. This also can sometimes occur in stressful situations.

Review/Revise

Strategy Suggestion: Conduct a Functional Behavior Assessment and write a Behavior Intervention Plan. Teach a functional communication response to escape a situation

such as touching a break card, using a sign for break or saying "break". Model and practice asking for a break when the individual calm. Prompt the individual to request a

break at initial signs of stress or frustration Provide immediate reinforcement after each request by allowing access to the break immediately following request. Make

appropriate modifications to task demands to setup for success. A safety plan should also be outlined if the behavior is dangerous to self or others to ensure all remain

safe and that any interactions & supports do not inadvertently reinforce the unwanted behavior.

Functional Communication

Emerging 
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Observations

During developmentally appropriate contexts, the individual:

Identifies and expresses basic emotions appropriately, but struggles with more complex emotions such as frustration, anxiety, disappointment,

etc.
Instructional

Strategy Suggestion: Introduce more complex emotions using video modeling, social narrative or other visual supports to enhance understanding of such emotion(s).

Practice labeling and role playing emotions when the individual is calm. Pair facial expressions/emotions with internal thoughts and feelings throughout the day, bringing

attention to events that may impact such emotions. Ensure individual has an effective strategy to express their emotions (e.g. picture supports, verbal, sign, eye gaze).

During demanding situations, the individual:

Can demonstrate coping strategies in a non-stressful situation, but struggles using strategies in the moment.

Notes: SS can demonstrate the following coping strategies: deep breathing, count to 10, squeeze his hands together, put headphones if it's loud

in contrived situations. Still struggles to do so when feeling more intense emotions in the moment.

Instructional

Strategy Suggestion: Schedule personalized strategies, such as decision trees, social narrative or a video model to deliver prior to more stressful situations to remind the

individual of coping strategies. At initial signs of distress, deliver a breathing strategy to the individual and/or prompt the individual to use another coping tool. Reinforce

appropriate attempts to cope in situations.

When asked to wait to receive access to a preferred item or activity, the individual:

Repeatedly requests access to the item or activity and requires reminders in order to wait to gain access to the desired item or activity.
Emerging

Strategy Suggestion: Provide direct instruction on how to "wait" appropriately through role plays, video modeling or social narratives. Schedule such tools to deliver prior

to situations in which waiting is likely. Reinforce appropriate waiting with praise and access to the preferred item or activity at first. Gradually increase the amount of time

the individual must wait before gaining access to the object or activity once proficient.

When denied access to a preferred item or activity, the individual:

Expresses definite displeasure regarding the denial that requires intervening, and struggles to move forward.

Notes: Once SS gets a thought in his mind, it's hard for him to stop especially related to minecraft and pokemon.

Review/Revise

Strategy Suggestion: Conduct a Functional Behavior Assessment and create a Behavior Intervention Plan. Provide a visual to signal to the individual when the item or

activity is and is not available. Teach the student to accept denied access by setting up situations where the student needs to request an item (such as the last piece of a

puzzle), is denied access, accepts the denial, and is immediately reinforced with the item. Slowly transfer this intermittently to preferred activities throughout the day.

Provide a social narrative or video model before times or situations where the behavior is most likely to occur.

When given feedback from an adult, the individual:

Tolerates the feedback but may not apply it without prompting.
Instructional

Strategy Suggestion: Create social narrative or video model on accepting and applying feedback to pre-correct the behavior. Increase practice opportunities through role

playing scenarios in which feedback may be given.

When faced with change (e.g., substitute teacher, furniture moved, change of materials), the individual:

Expresses definite displeasure regarding change, but eventually moves forward with prompting.
Emerging

Strategy Suggestion: Use a social narrative to let student know of the change, when available. Explicitly teach student how to cope with change. Develop a visual cue used

during instruction that can remind the student to use learned skills in the moment. Display the visual when change occurs. Break steps of accepting change into a task

analysis and provide immediate reinforcement for demonstrating learned skills at each individual step.

Self-Regulation

Emerging 
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Observations

When transitioning between activities and places, the individual:

Transitions between most activities and places with no more than 1-2 individualized prompts.
Instructional

Strategy Suggestion: Use a classroom or an individualized schedule to represent events during the day. Reference the schedule prior to transitions to increase

understanding of upcoming events. Reinforce successful transitions and fade prompts quickly to encourage independence. For transitions within activities, use a decision

tree to create a work flow of steps for the individual to follow for routine activities.

In the presence of a door or open area, the individual:

Waits for instruction from authority figure and remains in the designated area.
Mastery

Strategy Suggestion: Provide praise and varied positive reinforcement for waiting and remaining in the designated areas.

When given an independent assignment/task, the individual:

Often becomes distracted and requires frequent prompting to begin and continue the assignment/task.

Notes: Depends on the type of task - if it's math facts, SS readily gets started and completes work. If it's reading and writing, it tends to take

longer for him to get started and can be hard to stay engaged in it to completion.

Review/Revise

Strategy Suggestion: Ensure task is at an appropriate instructional level. Make appropriate adjustments to tasks and assignments (i.e. simplify the task, provide choice

between tasks, reduce demands, shorten work sessions) to increase focus and engagement in tasks/assignments. Break tasks down into smaller, more manageable

sections, providing frequent reinforcement for engagement and completion. Set an alarm or timer to provide a nonverbal cue to the individual to reengage with the

assignment. Teach the individual to request if break if appropriate.

Upon completion of an independent assignment/task, the individual:

Remains in assigned area and appropriately entertains self until provided further instruction (e.g., reads book, draws).
Mastery

Strategy Suggestion: Provide intermittent reinforcement for appropriate behavior.

Given routine multi-step tasks (e.g., arrival routine, washing hands, turning in homework), the individual:

Completes most routine tasks independently with occasional reminders or visual supports to do so.
Instructional

Strategy Suggestion: Customize a decision tree to deliver prior to the start of an event that will provide a visual analysis of the expected task using a decision tree. Initially,

reinforce at each step and gradually fade assistance as the individual becomes more independent at each step. Consider displaying a video model of the multi-step task

prior to the actual task to model all steps.

Independence

Instructional 
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Observations

Given single and multi-step directions, the individual:

Is able to follow multi-step instructions in some contexts or with specific people but not in others.
Instructional

Strategy Suggestion: Practice following multi-step directions in multiple settings. Use a decision tree to visually represent multiple step instructions and tasks to increase

independence and generalization. Provide frequent but intermittent or varied reinforcement when following directions in a variety of settings.

When an adult is providing direct instruction, the individual:

Attends to certain lessons or activities, but not others.

Notes: Loses interest more with reading, math, science and news2you

Emerging

Strategy Suggestion: Incorporate movement and varied instruction into lessons. Integrate preferred interests during lessons or activities where individual is less likely to

maintain attention. Provide frequent reinforcement for maintaining attention. Make activity adjustments, such as increasing pace of instruction, shortening or breaking

down activities, or using visual supports during instruction to enhance attention. Intersperse activities that maintain less engagement with activities that maintain high

engagement.

Throughout the school day, the individual:

Uses most school materials appropriately but may use pencils/crayons/markers and paper inappropriately (e.g., breaking pencils, writing on des

k, folding or tearing paper).

Notes: In response to work requests and academic activities

Emerging

Strategy Suggestion: Personalize a social narrative or video model of appropriate use of school materials. Consider creating a decision tree outlining the choices the

individual may make and the natural consequences that may occur with each choice.

When working with others in a small group, the individual:

Sometimes engages in behaviors that disrupt the group's ability to work (e.g., loud talking, excessive movement, withholding shared materials) r

equiring frequent redirection.
Review/Revise

Strategy Suggestion: Clearly state and visually represent expected behavior for group activity. Model and prompt the appropriate behavior through a social narrative or

video model prior to the start of a group activity. Consider a Functional Behavior Assessment to determine the function of the behavior. Provide reinforcement matched

to the function of the individual's behavior for demonstrating group expectations. If the function is in order to escape or avoid the situation, teach the individual to request

a break. Isolate skills that the individual may be missing to effectively participate in group activities and provide instruction on such skills to enhance performance.

When given an instructional activity that requires selecting between two or more items, the individual:

Is able to make an accurate and quick selection.
Mastery

Strategy Suggestion: Provide intermittent or periodic reinforcement when making accurate and quick selection for a variety of instructional activities.

Classroom Skills

Emerging 
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Observations

When speaking to others, the individual:

Occasionally speaks with a loud voice.
Instructional

Strategy Suggestion: Consider creating a decision tree or social narrative to represent range of voice volume and appropriate volume levels for different social situations.

Practice such concepts in everyday situations, ensuring to prompt the individual quickly if the volume does not match the context. Praise and reinforce the individual for

using an appropriate voice volume.

When others are speaking, the individual:

Interrupts with off-topic statements if the speaker's topic is not of interest to them.

Notes: Talks often about topics of interests even if others are not interested. Does not read their body language and disinterest when

interacting.

Review/Revise

Strategy Suggestion: Use signal to indicate when individual is or is not maintaining topic of conversation. Provide reinforcement for maintaining the conversation topic.

Schedule specific times in the day for the individual to discuss preferred topics. Create a social narrative to help the individual understand the perspective of others when

he or she is only talking about preferred topics. Use a first/then visual to indicate "first their topic, then my topic."

When around other students, the individual:

Tends to stand or sit too close but corrects him or herself with prompting from others.

Notes: Tends to invade others' space when excited about what he is talking about

Emerging

Strategy Suggestion: Practice appropriate personal space boundaries via modeling and role playing. Review before times the individual is most likely to invade others'

personal space. Develop plan to fade prompts. Provide differentiated reinforcement when the individual maintains an appropriate amount of space without any

prompting.

In social settings, the individual:

Initiates social interactions but has difficulty engaging in activities that provide mutual enjoyment - interaction may be one-sided.
Review/Revise

Strategy Suggestion: Develop task analysis of steps for initiating and maintaining conversation and reinforce the individual at each step. Use topic sticks and have the

individual pick from the topic and ask each person at the table about the topic. Reinforce asking and listening and responding to their responses by allowing the individual

to speak about their topic of choice. Provide direct instruction on perspective taking and why it's important to show interest in others in order to maintain relationships.

When taking part in a cooperative activity with peers, the individual:

Consistently engages but may not provide a meaningful contribution.
Instructional

Strategy Suggestion: Pre-correct student by providing information in advance or pre-teaching and allow them to assist in planning what they can contribute. Provide

positive reinforcement to the individual following meaningful contributions to the group. Consider a social narrative or video model to demonstrate examples of

contributing to a group activity.

When making physical contact with others, the individual:

Makes forceful physical contact with others (e.g., pushing, hitting, kicking).

Notes: SS is usually appropriate in his use of touch, however, he can become physical with heightened frustration, anxiety and stress. Always

follows initial refusal behavior.

Review/Revise

Strategy Suggestion: Teach the concept of space prior to situations in which individual will be in close proximity to others. Schedule a customized social narrative or video

model for delivery to remind the individual of expectations as it relates to space or expected touch. In the moment, provide prompts if needed and positive reinforcement

when the individual maintains appropriate physical contact and space with others. For some individuals, a decision tree or contingency map to detail the possible

consequences of both positive and negative actions may be appropriate. A safety plan should also be outlined if the behavior is dangerous to others to ensure all remain

safe and that any interactions and supports do not inadvertently reinforce the unwanted behavior.
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Relationship Skills

Emerging 
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